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I am currently a 4th year at the Royal Veterinary College and have always been actively involved 

in the RVC community and beyond. Additional academic interests that compliment my studies 

include the epidemiology of zoonotic diseases, particularly how attitudes towards animal 

welfare and food economics impact on public health. Upon graduating I hope to use my degree 

to make an impact on not just animal health but human health and the environment too.    

I have attended many One Health lectures and events, including RVC students for global health 

disaster symposium and most recently Cambridge University’s One Health Society careers day. I 

have been an active member of RVC’s IVSA chapter; I loved participating in our first exchange 

to Budapest and travelling to Naples for their biodiversity event. I’m currently RVC’s student 

union president so have experience of working for students interests and this year travelled to 

Chicago as a SAVMA delegate at the AVMA’s veterinary leadership conference where I got to 

debate and watch governance vote on public health policy such as antimicrobial resistance.  

 

As the IVSA Veterinary Public Health Officer I will fulfil all the responsibilities of the role and also 

build on Radha’s work to raise awareness of the part veterinarians play in One health. To 

achieve this I will set up stronger links between all Vet schools and Medics One Health/Global 

Health societies here in the UK and via the IVSA family on a global scale to plan a truly 

interdisciplinary symposium. I will also reach out to contacts at BVA’s Veterinary Public Health 

Association to support student’s involvement and promote the wealth of postgraduate studies 

and career options in the Public Health field.   

I have held positions of leadership working for RVC student’s best interests, these have given me 

the necessary communication and teamwork skills to take all my past experiences and make an 

impact representing veterinary students on a national level. I would fully commit to this role and 

am excited by the opportunity to pursue my interests in public health by collaborating with 

other disciplines to raise awareness of the contribution we can make to our wider society. 

 


